

Host John A says:
***** Begin Pharaoh Mission********   
          " Ghosts of the Future"

Ensign Yates says:
::Sitting at Ops waiting for relief::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Steps through the Airlock to meet the dully painted halls of his new home and searches for an officer to get acquainted with::

Lt Stidd says:
::Approaches the ops station:: Yates: You are relieved of duty.

XO Starks says:
:: on bridge ::

TO Williams says:
::Sits at TAC, performing Tactical exams::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: In Engineering going over some last minute things, drinking a cup of coffee ::

Civilian Apryus says:
::steps up to the display panel on the wall::

SO Qwynn says:
:: at Science station ::

XO Starks says:
TO: Mr. Ryan go meet our new crew member at the docking port

Civilian Apryus says:
Computer: Which way to the bridge?

Ensign Yates says:
Lt.: Yes sir, mind if I hang around for a bit?

TO Williams says:
XO: Aye, sir ::Puts his station on stand-by, and gets up.  He then heads for the TL::

Lt Stidd says:
Yates: Fine

Lt Stidd says:
Computer: Reconfigure to Stidd 3

EO DeSylvia says:
computer: Computer, play Kyle music selection one :: SteppenWolf's Magic Carpet Ride begins to play ::

TO Williams says:
::After the TL, he heads for the TR::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: gazes around the Pharaoh... his friends on the station said it would be "quaint" but they meant cramped...::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The last personnel are on board and the Pharaoh receives departure clearance

XO Starks says:
FCO: Alex prepare the ship for departure...set a course for earth

TO Williams says:
::Stands by the transporter pad::

XO Starks says:
OPS: Mr. Stidd signal the McKinley that we are ready to depart

Lt Stidd says:
<computer>::Reconfigures the OPS board to a special setup::

Lt Stidd says:
XO; Aye sir

Lt Stidd says:
::Signals the McKinley::

Ensign Yates says:
::Watches Stidd as he works and looks around the bridge::

SO Qwynn says:
:: forwards results of level one diagnostics done on science systems while at Outpost 1138 to the XO ::

TO Williams says:
Computer: Please state the location of CIV Apryus::

XO Starks says:
:: receives SO's report on the side command console ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
COM: Pharaoh: Ready James, I will go to Luna with Magnus, after that, I'd like to buy everyone a drink at Mor'roks Place on Mars...

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Wonders where everyone is, and looks back at the airlock, as the ship moves farther from the outpost::

XO Starks says:
COM: McKinley: Roger that Admiral, we'll see you in Sol

TO Williams says:
*CIV*: Are you there Mr. Apryus?

XO Starks says:
OPS: end transmission

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh cruises strong and steady behind the McKinley, Finally entering Earth orbit as the McKinley enters Lunas orbit

SO Qwynn says:
:: notices their approach to Earth ::

TO Williams says:
<Computer>: Mr. Apryus is in the Docking Bay.

XO Starks says:
FCO: standard orbit

Lt Stidd says:
XO: Channel closed, all power is showing green.

TO Williams says:
::Heads quickly towards the docking bay::

XO Starks says:
OPS: hail Earth Station McKinley and tell them we stand ready for docking procedures

Ensign Yates says:
Stidd: I am surprised by the increased efficiency of your design sir.

TO Williams says:
::Williams arrives at the Docking Bay::

Civilian Apryus says:
::looks around his mess hall and notices it's nothing more then a room with replicators... this will need work::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Finishes reports and rubs eyes, looks at empty mug and goes for a refill :: 

Lt Stidd says:
::Opens channel to ESM:: XO; Channel open sir

FCO Horn says:
::At helm control making sure the ship flys smoothly::

TO Williams says:
::Follows the CIV around:: CIV: If you have any questions... ask me, or any of the senior staff.

XO Starks says:
COM: Station McKinley: This is The USS Pharaoh we stand ready for docking procedures

Lt Stidd says:
Yates: That is why I have set it up this way.

XO Starks says:
*TO* Mr. Williams report to the bridge ASAP

Host Admiral K’rust says:
<McKinley> COM: Pharaoh: Sorry Commander, we're full, can you beam personnel over?

TO Williams says:
*XO*: May the CIV accompany me?

XO Starks says:
COM: McKinley: roger that, Pharaoh out

Civilian Apryus says:
:: steps over to the corner of the room where the briefing panel is and realizes it is the perfect place for he bar/food preparation area::

XO Starks says:
*TO* sure but he's your responsibility

Lt Stidd says:
::Closes the channel to the station::

FCO Horn says:
::Hearing the transmission, begins to put ship in parking orbit::

TO Williams says:
CIV: Will you please accompany me to the bridge?

XO Starks says:
OPS: coordinate with the crew for beam out and shore leave sign outs

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: I'm your responsibility? It's rude to talk about someone in third person...

FCO Horn says:
XO: Parking orbit established

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: But I guess I'll be following you Mr. Williams

Lt Stidd says:
XO: Yes sir

Ensign Yates says:
 OPS: May I help sir?

TO Williams says:
::grins...:: CIV: It happens, lets go.  :: Heads to the Bridge::

TO Williams says:
::Arrives at the bridge::

XO Starks says:
:: stands at TO's entering the bridge::

Civilian Apryus says:
::follows the TO into the bridge::

XO Starks says:
CIV: Mr. Apryus is it? welcome aboard

Lt Stidd says:
Yates: Yes, You may.

XO Starks says:
TO: Mr. William’s I have matter to attend to in the ready room you have the bridge with Mr. Stidd oversees the crew beam out

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the XO:: XO: The CIV, sir.  :: Presents the CIV ::

Civilian Apryus says:
XO: Good afternoon sir... thank you for extending the fine opportunity of having me here

FCO Horn says:
XO: May I talk to you for a second privately?

XO Starks says:
CIV: it's a small ship but it's home for us. I'm sure you'll fit right in

EO DeSylvia says:
:: looks at a Nav readout :: *XO*: Sir... I was wondering if I might take a shuttle to earth and pick up my wife and son?

TO Williams says:
::Takes the hard chair::

XO Starks says:
FCO: okay Alex in the ready room  :: motions to door ::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: passively listens to the voices, hoping to get some telepathic impression of the crew::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh finishes up at McKinley Station and zips over to Mars.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Thank you ::Gets up and heads to the ready room::

Civilian Apryus says:
XO: Thank you sir, I'm sure with a little work I can get your mess hall a little more... pleasant

XO Starks says:
*EO*: we're short on shuttles but run it by Mr. Stidd we should be able to spare a shuttle-pod for you

SO Qwynn says:
:: puts systems on standby at Science station and goes to her quarters ::

XO Starks says:
:: leaves bridge with a nod to the CIV ::

XO Starks says:
:: enters ready room with FCO ::

FCO Horn says:
::Enters ready room::

XO Starks says:
 ::takes a seat :: FCO: what can I do for you?

TO Williams says:
ALL: Status Report...

FCO Horn says:
XO: It just a question on a personal matter really

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: So... we haven't had much of a chance to be informally introduced

XO Starks says:
FCO: go ahead

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: A run-about pulls up next to the Pharaoh at Mars space dock

FCO Horn says:
XO: If you knew something, would it be better follow it through, even though it might hurt you

TO Williams says:
CIV: Of course... LT Junior Ryan Williams, at your service.

FCO Horn says:
XO: or let it go and hope for the best?

TO Williams says:
CIV: I am the Tactical officer on this fine vessel.

XO Starks says:
FCO: quite a question Alex..

SO Qwynn says:
:: goes through a short meditation ritual, then takes a shower ::

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: Well... with formal introductions I'm Mr. Apryus Drian... er... cook

Host Admiral K’rust says:
COM: Pharaoh OPS: Mr. Stidd, I am sending coordinates for beam down, have the crew join me at their leisure... K’rust out.

TO Williams says:
OPS: What is our status on approaching mars...

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Showers and changes into a clean uniform, helps wife and son settle in ::

Lt Stidd says:
TO: We are actually ahead of schedule sir by 5min 12.64324 sec.

SO Qwynn says:
:: dons a fresh clean uniform ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: beams down after docking the Run-about::

XO Starks says:
:: shuts off computer screen and crosses fingers:: FCO: play it through, no one gets by on this ship without taking a few chances in their life

L`lilka says:
@::Walks into the bar, finds an empty table and sits::

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: So where’s everyone going?

TO Williams says:
CIV: Its shore-leave on Mars... you are welcome to accompany us, of course.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Thank you sir. I do appreciate you taking time out for me

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: Sounds good, maybe I'll even meet a few friends

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: So are we to go transport now?

XO Starks says:
FCO: but for now, there's some rest and fun to be had, report to the Transporter room as soon as Mr. Stidd clears you for departure

FCO Horn says:
XO: One more think. I was wondering if you can hold on to this for me. ::Hands a sealed envelope to the XO::

L`lilka says:
@::Waiter comes up to her and she orders a drink:: Waiter: And hurry it up!  I don't have all day, mind you ::With a slight snarl::

XO Starks says:
:: takes envelope:: FCO: sure thing Alex

XO Starks says:
FCO:.. I'll keep it in a safe place

TO Williams says:
::Nods at CIV::

Ensign Yates says:
::Heads to the TR with a big smile on his face::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ materializes in his families bar and looks around::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Thank you ::turns and exits ready room::

SO Qwynn says:
Computer: location of Lieutenant Stidd, please.

TO Williams says:
*XO*: May I beam-down now, sir?

Civilian Apryus says:
TO: I'll follow you

EO DeSylvia says:
:: heads to bridge ::

TO Williams says:
CIV: Of course, but I'm asking the XO for permission to stand down.

Lt Stidd says:
<computer>:Mr Stidd is enroute to TR2.

XO Starks says:
*TO* by all means Mr. Williams, when a Klingon invites, who can say no

FCO Horn says:
::Sees TO:: TO: Ryan, can I walk with you?

SO Qwynn says:
:: proceeds to Transporter Room 2 ::

TO Williams says:
::Grins:: *XO*: Yep, nothing like Blood Wine in an empty stomach... Williams Out.

TO Williams says:
FCO: Sure

EO DeSylvia says:
:: pokes head into bridge looking for XO ::

Ensign Yates says:
::Steps into the bar::  self : its about time I made it here.

TO Williams says:
::Motions to the FCO and CIV as he heads for the TL::

L`lilka says:
@::Notices the looks she is getting:: Self: Men! Show a little skin and they get all flustered ::Smiles back at a few::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: follows the TO and walks a few paces behind the TO and his...friend::

FCO Horn says:
::Follows TO and CIV::

Lt Stidd says:
::Arrives in TR2 and waits his turn to beam down::

XO Starks says:
:: in ready room:: Computer: open link to Starfleet Headquarters what's the current location of the USS Sharikhar?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: A band plays a slow blues tune, The Andorian Guitarist, leading with a mournful grimacing melody

SO Qwynn says:
:: arrives in TR2 in time to meet up with Stidd ::

XO Starks says:
:: the computer shows the ships location on the screen ::

TO Williams says:
::Exits the TL and heads for the TR::

SO Qwynn says:
Stidd: Sir, do you have a moment?

EO DeSylvia says:
:: hunts down XO's location through computer, heads there ::

Lt Stidd says:
SO:I do, what may I help you with?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ notices a not so welcome regular::

FCO Horn says:
TO: You realize that you, me, Stidd and the XO are the only ones left from when Andy was CO

XO Starks says:
@ Self: Betazed eh? about time Nancy got out of that ice field

TO Williams says:
@::Steps onto the transporter pad...:: FCO: Sadly enough... yes... ::nods to energize::

SO Qwynn says:
Stidd: It's my first visit to Mars, actually, in years.  I'm unsure where to go, what to do.  :: shrugs ::

SO Qwynn says:
Stidd: any suggestions?

SO Qwynn says:
@@

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ L'lilka: I thought I told you never to return, after driving a hover car through the back wall... this is an act of pure GALL!

EO DeSylvia says:
:: gathers wife and kid and heads for TR1 ::

TO Williams says:
::Materializes on the Bar, with the FCO and CIV::

FCO Horn says:
::Steps on Transporter pad and gets energized with the TO and CIV::

L`lilka says:
@::Sees a figure in the doorway and she smiles saucily and winks, raising her glass to K;rust::

Lt Stidd says:
SO: The bar there is quite nice, you are welcome to join me there.

Civilian Apryus says:
::follows onto the transporter::

XO Starks says:
@Computer open begin recording a subspace message for Captain nancy Fowler USS Sharikhar

TO Williams says:
FCO, CIV: Now If you'll excuse me, the bartender and I have some drinks to share. ::Grins and walks towards the bar.::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
@ ::walks to the woman:: L'lilka: Lucky for you I admire gall, you may stay... but NO TROUBLE!

XO Starks says:
@:: records a personal message to Nancy and then sends it, then heads to Transporter room 1::

L`lilka says:
@K'rust: Still as subtle as usual, eh?  ::Empties glass in one gulp:: K'rust: And here I was going to offer you a drink, ::Grins:: as a sort of truce

FCO Horn says:
CIV: Hi, My name is Alexandra...Alex for short.

Lt Stidd says:
::Beams down into the bar::

XO Starks says:
:: materializes in theclub with the rest of the crew ::

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: Oh, my name is Apryus Kreon Drian, most friends call me Kreon

FCO Horn says:
CIV: So, you are suppose to be the new Cook

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: beams down to bar ::

TO Williams says:
::Sits at the bar, and orders a bluish-green drink in a tall thin cylinder::

L`lilka says:
@::Winks again:: K'rust: Wouldn't dream ::Said a bit sarcasticly:: of it

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Beams down to just outside Club ::

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: Suppose to be...::sighs:: This mess hall isn't much to work with, I have to build my own grill and bar in the corner, mini sized

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: shakes his head and walks away::

Ensign Yates says:
::Steps over to the Admiral:: Krust: Excuse me sir but might I have a minute with everyone?

SO Qwynn says:
:: finds an empty table to sit at ::

FCO Horn says:
CIV: They say good things come in small packages

Host Admiral K’rust says:
Yates: Ensign? I suppose... follow me...

XO Starks says:
:: walk up to group with drink in hand :: CIV: I don't think you'll have too much trouble, you seem to be a man of many talents

TO Williams says:
::Turns his head to the crowd::

Lt Stidd says:
::Goes and sits by the SO::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: looks at club, looks at wife, looks at son, heads to near by reasteraunt ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: As the band finishes the tune the Admiral walks onto the stage...

Ensign Yates says:
::Follows the Admiral::

L`lilka says:
::Sees Starks, looks him over, smiling and starts flirting with him::

XO Starks says:
CIV: just watch out, the Pharaoh isn't used to civilians...neither is her crew

FCO Horn says:
::Watches the Admiral come on stage::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: grabs a mic:: ALL: For all of the Pharaoh crew and in honor of their fallen, The drinks are on me tonight! Qa'pla!

Civilian Apryus says:
XO: Oh... maybe they need one, ::laughs quietly:: You Starfleet officers... so uptight

XO Starks says:
:: walks away from CIV and begins to lighten up with a certain L'lilka::

TO Williams says:
::Yells over to the XO:: XO: I heard that! ::Grins::

FCO Horn says:
XO/CIV: Maybe that is what we need on the ship, A breath of fresh air ::Smilling::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: hands the microphone to Yates and walks off to meet and greet::

Lt Stidd says:
Shouts: Qa'pla!

SO Qwynn says:
:: smiles ::

L`lilka says:
::Snags waiter:: Starks: Hey there Sailor! ::Wink:: Always wanted to say that.  Want a drink?

EO DeSylvia says:
:: has quiet dinner with his wife and son, catching up on things with the family ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: quietly takes in the sight of the fellow crew members relaxing ::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at the XO and CIV:: XO/CIV: Would you gentlemen like a drink?

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: Well... maybe it's true good things come in small packages... but big things come in big packages, and I'm hungry enough to eat something... big ::chuckles::

XO Starks says:
FCO: pardon me Alex, ...duty calls  ::looks to L'lilka::

Ensign Yates says:
::Takes the Microphone::  Everyone, there is something I want to tell you all, but one person is missing.: :Waves his hand in a wide sweep::

FCO Horn says:
::Laughs at the joke::

XO Starks says:
:: drops current glass of ale on table behind my back :: L'lilka: by all means!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The ensign transforms in to a handsome figure with glowing eyes

SO Qwynn says:
:: a waitress approaches the table :: Quapaquari Juice, please.

L`lilka says:
::Manhandles the waiter:: waiter: You heard the man. Take his order!

TO Williams says:
::Reaches for his phaser:: All: What the....

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: Sure, normally I'd get my own beverage... however I'll be getting yours for years to come...

FCO Horn says:
::Sees the transformation:: Self: oh not Tomure again

XO Starks says:
:: looks to Transformation:: Self: oh my

L`lilka says:
<CO_Fowler> ::Appears in a chair. Looks around:: Self: What the....

FCO Horn says:
CIV: I guess we wont have time for those drinks

TO Williams says:
::Get's the XO's attention... then motions to his own phaser... looking for a yes... or a no::

Tomure says:
All: Welcome Captain Fowler.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: walks to the XO:: XO: The infamous Tomure I presume?

XO Starks says:
:: motions a "wait" to the TO ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: senses a sudden drastic change in the spirit of the room ::

XO Starks says:
ADM: aye sir

L`lilka says:
<CO_Fowler> ::Sees Tomure and the rest:: Tomure: I should have known

XO Starks says:
:: see's Nancy on far side of room ::

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the XO.. nonchalantly... then hears the words... Captain Fowler... and stops::

FCO Horn says:
::Whispers to the CIV:: CIV: Things are going to get interesting now

L`lilka says:
::Watches the XO look at the new arrival and gets a bit jealous::

TO Williams says:
::Looks over to the FCO::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: turns to face the stage... and thinks... great just when I'm a civilian::

FCO Horn says:
::Confused at seeing Her old CO::

Tomure says:
All: I have some very important news to tell you all about your precious Jakob Braun.

TO Williams says:
::Stands, and walks towards the FCO, and CIV:: FCO, CIV: Wierd...

L`lilka is now known as CO_Fowler.

XO Starks says:
:: thinks, just when a guy gets a breaks and meets a girls some supernature aliens always shows up ::

TO Williams says:
FCO: What do you make of all this...

FCO Horn says:
TO: Will he never leave us alone?

XO Starks says:
Tomure: what do you mean Tomure?

ADM_Krust is now known as Shimmering_Jakob.

XO Starks says:
:: stands ::

TO Williams says:
FCO: I doubt it, and the phaser won't do much either...

CO Fowler says:
::Advances on Tomure:: Tomure: I hope you have a good reason to take me away from the Sharikahr ::Glares at him::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Wonders whether he should try and telepathically inspect this tomure character... with all his training he could easily take on the task::

Host Shimmering Jakob says:
ACTION: A figure appears beside omure with the same glowing eyes

XO Starks says:
:: moves to front of room just behind Nancy ::

Tomure says:
All; What you are taking back to earth is an empty casket.  In the human past a question was asked of 3 women, "Why do you seek the living amongst the dead?"

XO Starks says:
Self: what in the ...

CO Fowler says:
::Sees Starks:: XO: Jimmy ::Nods:: good to see you

TO Williams says:
CIV: If you have any ideas, from past experiances, we;re all ears.

Civilian Apryus says:
::wonders who the glowing stiff is...::

XO Starks says:
Fowler: ::wispers:: you too Nan, but what is that?

Tomure says:
All: I give you the new Jakob Braun as he will be for all eternity.

EO DeSylvia says:
:: takes a walk with wife and son ::

SO Qwynn says:
Apryus: ~~~ the former Captain of the Pharaoh ~~~

CO Fowler says:
::Sees Jimmy turn and follows his gaze. Seeing Jakob:: Outloud: Jakob? But...

XO Starks says:
ALL:....he's dead

FCO Horn says:
::Looks on in disbelief at the figure of Braun::

Tomure says:
Fowler: Nancy, why be so surprised?

Host Shimmering Jakob says:
All: Greeting friends... It is true. I have trancended the bounds of mortallity

CO Fowler says:
XO: Jimmy, Ike and S`Tal told me Jakob was dead.

Civilian Apryus says:
:: realizes that the crew is sending telepathic messages and with all his training, screens his minds depths::

Civilian Apryus says:
Qwynn:~~~ You startled me.... but oh why is he... alive now? ~~~

CO Fowler says:
::Stands a bit straighter:: Tomure: I had heard that Jakob had died.  This is a ...bit of a shock

TO Williams says:
::Realizes he was in a coma the whole time Jakob was in command:: FCO: I was out the whole time Braun was in command...

Host Shimmering Jakob says:
All: not alive as you know it, but existing on a higher plane

SO Qwynn says:
Apryus: ~~~ Unfortunately his identity is all I know ~~~

FCO Horn says:
Tomure: Why do you do this. He died in battle. You should of not interfered with us again

Tomure says:
CIV:~~~~ Because of the circumstances with his death my good friend. ~~~~~

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Scans over Tomure's mind... or rather essence and realizes this is of extreme power, almost like Q but not quite...::

CO Fowler says:
::Moves a little closer to Jakob:: Jakob: Is it really you, Jakob?

Civilian Apryus says:
Tomure:~~~Who exactly are you, and do you know who exactly I am?~~~

Tomure says:
Horn: The way he died is what caused this.  I am merely teaching him what he needs to exist with us.

TO Williams says:
CO: Ma'am... I'm not sure it's safe to touch him...

Civilian Apryus says:
::attempts to screen his past from this Tomure entity but knows it's power problem is stronger then even his hybrid telepathy::

CO Fowler says:
<L`lilka> ::Is interested at the goings on, but more interested in the XO::

XO Starks says:
Tomure: this is what you meant when you told me he wasn't really gone

FCO Horn says:
::Shakes her in disbelief::

Host Shimmering Jakob says:
All: Someday, Tomure has shown me, Our entire race will be as I am... For now know that I am at peace, and will be with you always...

Tomure says:
CIV:~~~~~~Of course I do.  Talk to your XO.  He knows me.~~~~~~~

Tomure says:
::Nods in Starks direction ::

Host Shimmering Jakob says:
ACTION: The shimmering figure fades and disappears

CO Fowler says:
::Aside to teh TO:: TO: Thank you for your concern Mr. Williams

Civilian Apryus says:
Tomure:~~~And he spoke to you... of me and my purpose here?~~~

TO Williams says:
::Nods... in confusion:: CO: Always..

CO Fowler says:
Jakob: Wait, Jakob!  ::But he vanishes::

Civilian Apryus says:
::gazes across the room at Tomure during his silent conversation::

XO Starks says:
:: puts hand on Nancy's shoulder ::

FCO Horn says:
::Gets closer to the TO:: TO: This is not right. Things cannot keep on going like this

TO Williams says:
FCO: I know...

SO Qwynn says:
:: waits ::

Lt Stidd says:
self: Fascinating.

CO Fowler says:
::Feels Jimmy’s hand and puts hers on top of his:: XO: It's always something, isn't it, Jimmy

TO Williams says:
FCO: For now we have to figure what IS going on... ::Looks at the FCO...::

XO Starks says:
Fowler: never stops...

FCO Horn says:
::Whispers to TO: TO: I am going to stop the people that did this. If anything happens to me, talk to Starks and Stidd

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Tomure:: Tomure: So why bring me here like this?  

Tomure says:
All: That is not all I bring you today.

SO Qwynn says:
:: leans to Stidd :: Stidd: fascinating is right!  you caught all of that, right?

XO Starks says:
:: looks to Tomure::

TO Williams says:
FCO: I have to help you... you can't do this by yourself... you need my help.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: puts a hand on Nancys shoulder::  Nancy: It seems our friend fares well... i had hoped for Sto'vokor.

CO Fowler says:
<L`lilka> ::sees the XO and the CO and gets very jealous::

Tomure says:
CO:~~~~~~~You knew him and it was only right you see the truth for yourself::

FCO Horn says:
TO: You can help by watching my back

Lt Stidd says:
SO: I did indeed.

TO Williams says:
::Nods:: FCO: And what do you have in mind?

CO Fowler says:
::Puts her hand on K'rust' shoulder:: I had hoped that too, Sir.

FCO Horn says:
::Slips a sealed envelope to the TO::

SO Qwynn says:
:: puts her fingertips together and brings her hands to rest in front of her mouth ::

XO Starks says:
:: kinda hard to lighten up now that a demi god is here showing us visions of the dead::

Tomure says:
::Looks in Qwynns direction::  SO: Keep going in the direction you are going my lady.

CO Fowler says:
::hears Tomure in her head and turns to him:: Tomure: Outloud Tomure. We're all friends here 

Civilian Apryus says:
Tomure:~~~What do you have planned... what is your intention?~~~

SO Qwynn says:
:: realizes what she's doing and puts her hands down with a grin ::

TO Williams says:
FCO: Don’t go... we need you her.... I ne--- ::about to say something... but stops himself::

CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Is Jakob truly happy? ::A tear slips and falls to the floor::

Tomure says:
CO: He is truly happy, Nancy.

EO DeSylvia says:
:: walks past Club and decides to introduce the XO to his wife and son ::  Wife: Honey, I'd like to introduce you to the crew of the Pharaoh. 

Tomure says:
SO: The probe was very interesting, wasn’t it?

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Enters club and sees the goings on ::

CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Then that is all I can ask.  But you had better treat him good or else I will hunt you down, Tomure  ::Said matter of factly::

SO Qwynn says:
Tomure: yes it was.

Civilian Apryus says:
::straightens his jacket under his crossed garments and makes sure the pocket in one of his sashes isn't visible::

TO Williams says:
::Takes the FCO's hand:: FCO: Why do you need to do this?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
Fowler: I'll be right behind you ::narrows eyes::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: approaches XO :: XO: Sir, who or rather what is this :: points to Tomure ::

Tomure says:
::Laughs at the CO's threat:: CO: Nancy, you should know that is futile.

FCO Horn says:
TO: Please no more questions. ::Turns and watches the scene in fornt of her develope::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
XO: James? Is there any way to rid ourselves of this intruder

Tomure says:
::Winks at CO::

XO Starks says:
EO: an uninvited guest but that's how he works

CO Fowler says:
Tomure: I know, but I will try

XO Starks says:
:: nods to ADM:: 

XO Starks says:
Tomure: come on Tomure time to go you made your point here

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: crosses arms and glares at Tomure::

Tomure says:
SO: You are on the right track with the probe, but this might interest you.

TO Williams says:
::Motions the phaser to the XO again.::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks around at her old crew:: Tomure: And time for you to send me back to the Sharikar

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: ears perk at the mention of the probe::

XO Starks says:
:: motions "easy down" to the TO ::

SO Qwynn says:
Tomure: yes?

CO Fowler says:
Tomure: They will be missing me soon

Host Admiral K’rust says:
XO: one moment Commander...

Tomure says:
CO: Quite right Nancy,  Nice seeing you again.

TO Williams says:
::Sighs FCO:: FCO: Now don't do anything stupid... you hear?  And come back alive.

Civilian Apryus says:
::notices the young TO... they always want to shoot everything in sight, sighs::

EO DeSylvia says:
Tomure: Excuse me Sir.  We are here after a rather stressful mission.  If you would please leave us some time to relax... it would be most appreciated.

CO Fowler says:
All: Watch out for him.  XO: Take care of Magnus Jimmy

Tomure says:
::Waves his hand and a flash envelopes CO Fowler::

XO Starks says:
:: waves as Nancy vanishes ::

Tomure says:
::Angrily:: EO: Do you want this information about the probe or not?

CO Fowler says:
::Finds herself in her Ready Room on the Sharikahr. Aks the computer where she is and sighs after hearing she is indeed back on the Shari::

EO DeSylvia says:
Tomure: Sure...

L`lilka says:
::Slinks over to Starks:: XO: Who was that?

L`lilka says:
::Using her skimpy costume to her full advantage::

TO Williams says:
::Sighs as Fowler disappears.. . again::

XO Starks says:
:: a slight smile comes across face when L'lilka walks up :: L'lilka: just an old friend, no how about we finish that drink?

Tomure says:
SO: Pull up the records on a contact made by one Admiral James T. Kirk with a probe named V'Ger.

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Steps up to the XO from behind and taps him on the back, whispering in his ear:: XO: How did he know about me...

SO Qwynn says:
Tomure: I'm familiar with that encounter

L`lilka says:
::Purrs:: XO: That would be soooo nice ::Drapes herself all over him after they sit::

Civilian Apryus says:
::whispering:: XO: Only you and the CO were to know of anything...

SO Qwynn says:
Tomure: and I see the similarities

SO Qwynn says:
:: nodding her head ::

Tomure says:
SO: This probe is made by the same race and is benign unless it starts to malfunction.

XO Starks says:
:: whispers to CIV :: CIV: you'd be surprised what he knows , but he doesn't know all or see all so watch your thoughts around him

Civilian Apryus says:
::whispering:: XO: Well if you look in my bio, the real one that is... you'll learn that watching my thoughts is my specialty

L`lilka says:
::Playing with Starks earlobe, trying to distract him::

Tomure says:
SO: Don’t get caught the next time whe....er, I mean if you encounter another just like it.

SO Qwynn says:
:: continues nodding :: Tomure: so future encounters will likely not be with a malfunctioning unit, would you agree?

Civilian Apryus says:
::whispering:: XO: But please keep your friends in line, I wouldn't want some omnipotent character playing around and blowing my cover... I'll be back to the bar now

XO Starks says:
:: turns attention to L'lika ::  L'lilka: you know I help command the most powerful ship in the Tenerus Sector  :grins::

Civilian Apryus says:
::walks off towards the FCO and gestures with a smile for that drink again::

XO Starks says:
:: nods to CIV ::

TO Williams says:
::Looks deep into Alex's eyes, and wanders back to the bar::

Tomure says:
::Smiles wide:: SO: That is a no no.  I cant answer what you are not ready to hear.

L`lilka says:
::Smiles seductively:: XO: Ooooh, you do?  I just love men with ::Emphasis :: powerful ships! ::Running her fingers through his hair

L`lilka says:
::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: steps up and gestures to the bar tender to let him pass behind the bar and prepare his own drink shortly::

XO Starks says:
:: big dumb grin ::

SO Qwynn says:
Tomure: understood.  I appreciate your insight.

XO Starks says:
Self: God! it's good to be the XO

TO Williams says:
::Grins mischievously at the XO::

TO Williams says:
::Shakes his head::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: Mixes a few blue and green liquids until his drink is bubbling and smells of spice, pours it down his throat and cringes as it burns::

L`lilka says:
::Starts nibbling on his earlobe::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Approaches XO with Wife and Son in tow :: XO: Sir.  I'd like to introduce my wife Soriu :: slight Romulan heritage :: and my son Taylor :: looks to be about 2 ::

FCO Horn says:
::Notices nothing "fun" is going to happen, wonders up to the bar where the CIV is:: CIV: So, what is your specialty drink?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ALL: This is rubbish! Why didn't your captor, know of humans through the Voyager probe?! :: points at Tomure:: He brokers lies!

TO Williams says:
::Flexes his huge muscles in the direction of L`likla::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: advances:: Tomure : I think it's time you leave!

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: Something that will sour your tongue and make your blood boil all in the same time, it's a combination of a Vulcan tea, Klingon wine, and betazed spice drink...

XO Starks says:
:: turns attention to the EO:: EO: pardon me if I don't stand. It's good to meet you! Your Husband is a fine asset to the crew!

L`lilka says:
::Glances at the TO but continues seducing the XO::

TO Williams says:
::grins at his failed attempt::

FCO Horn says:
CIV: Sounds interesting

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: You are free to take your chances but I've only met one other person with the stomach to handle it, and it had 7 stomachs

TO Williams says:
::Orders another tall cylinder glass, with bluish green bubbly drink::

XO Starks says:
:: grins at TO as if to say, "Sorry this comes with the Red Collar" ::

FCO Horn says:
CIV: You only live once

L`lilka says:
::Whispers promises of things to come later in the night to the XO::

Civilian Apryus says:
:: prepares another drink, fizzing and bubbling, and hands it to the FCO:: FCO: Take your time

XO Starks says:
Waiter: CHECK PLEASE!

Tomure says:
::Looks at K’rust and only shakes his head:: self: will they never learn? ::In a flash of light Tomure is gone::

Civilian Apryus says:
FCO: I wouldn't want you to become ill as a result of my food preparation, it would be a bad first impression

TO Williams says:
:: Grins at the XO, as if saying "There's always another one down the road", and looks at the FCO, from across the bar::

FCO Horn says:
::Sniffs drink and then downs it::

XO Starks says:
Waiter: Waiter, Check.. NOW!!!! I'm a Commander here!

L`lilka says:
::Smiles at the XO and nibbles his neck::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Moves toward Adm. K’rust :: ADM: I'd like to introduce my wife Soriu and son Taylor.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
::  grabs the XOs tab:: XO: On me James...

XO Starks says:
ADM: thanks, Admiral, gotta run

L`lilka says:
::Winks thanks to K'rust::

XO Starks says:
:: grabs L'lilka's arm and leaves bar ::

Lt Stidd says:
::Looks to the SO:: SO: Contrary to the Admirals assessment, Tomure is quite trustworthy.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: This place will not close! It is your for the night!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: walks up on stage and leads the band in a heavy sounding Klingon Ballad::

FCO Horn says:
::after a few seconds feels the effect of the drink::

SO Qwynn says:
Stidd: I don't agree with the Admiral's assessment, actually.  It's perfectly logical that the probe didn't recognize our race due to it's malfunctions

Host Admiral K’rust says:
***** End Mission*****


